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F E A T U R ES P E C I A L

In the Skies and Cities 

Land transportation 
systems

Trains, airplanes and other means of travel are indispensable for connecting people and places each day. 
As our daily lives grow increasingly complex, MHI Group products satisfy diverse transportation 
infrastructure needs. The MRJ (Mitsubishi Regional Jet), the first new commercial passenger jetliner designed 
and produced in Japan in 50 years, and new urban and interurban transportation systems have 
emerged as a boon for the modern era. MHI’s technological prowess, concern for passenger 
welfare and environmental quality, and passion for innovation permeate these products.
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Beaut y

Streng th Fr iend l iness

The first fully assembled MRJ had its rollout on October 18, 2014. Interest in a next-generation regional jet aircraft 
that will offer exceptional environmental performance, operational efficiency and passenger cabin comfort is 
especially keen. 

The MRJ comprises about a million components — around 30 times 
as many as used in a passenger vehicle. Talent for organization and 
technological acumen based on decades of experience successfully 
came to fruition in this project.

Crystallization of technology 
and leadership

The slim seat affords ample width and head and foot clearance. 
There is plenty of storage capacity, too. The MRJ meets the latest 
noise regulations and emission requirements. Lower fuel consumption 
translates to marked operational ef�ciency.

Unmatched attention 
to the environment, passengers

PICK UP!PICK UP!

Nose section

Beautiful as 

a Japanese swordBeautiful as 

a Japanese sword

New winglet design

PICK UP!

Half a century 
after the YS-11,

new airliner 
design 

from Japan!

  �e excellence of Japanese aerospace technology is widely 
recognized, yet original airliner development has taken a back seat 
since the YS-11 turboprop airliner �ew for the �rst time in 1962. A 
revival of the Japanese commercial aviation industry has long been 
the dream of many. �e 50-year wait is over. With the Mitsubishi 
Aircra� Corporation’s MRJ project, the enduring dream comes 
true. �e MHI Group has established a dominant presence in the 
aerospace industry, and the new regional jet represents the 
crystallization of its technological know-how and leadership. �e 
MRJ applies cutting-edge aerodynamics, Pratt & Whitney’s 
revolutionary PurePower® PW1200G engine (see page 10) and 
other features to cut fuel consumption by more than 20 percent 

over current designs. While lower operating costs boost airline 
competitiveness and pro�tability, the MRJ also stresses con-
venience by expanding routes. In addition, better fuel e�ciency 
mitigates environmental factors. And the MRJ seeks, through its 
welcoming cabin arrangement, wide aisle, and comfortable seats, 
to reverse the common conception that equates smaller jets with 
passenger discomfort. 
  �e MRJ — proudly “Made in Japan” — exudes both aesthetic 
and functional beauty, holding the essence of MHI’s passion, 
earnestness and strength in organizing participating global 
companies and technologies for the bene�t of passengers and 
customers.

Next chapter in Japanese 
aviation history being written

With a maximum range of around 
3,300 km, the MRJ can �y from 
Tokyo directly to Shanghai or 
Guam. It can cover almost all of 
North America with Denver at the 
center. The range capability is 
expected to expand the number 
of direct �ights connecting local 
airports. 

Expanding regional 
airline networks for 
smooth air travel 

DENVER
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Los Angeles

Mexico City

Houston
Miami

Washington
New York
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MRJ70

MRJ90

Fr iend l iness

The elongated sharp nose gets its inspiration from the Japanese 
sword. The fuselage embodies functionally superior elegance. The 
newest aerodynamic design allows for a small outside diameter and 
reduces air resistance. 

Carefully calculated functional form

Streng th

Beaut y

Maximum range of 
about 3,300 km

This angle reduces 

resistance.This angle reduces 

resistance.

The MRJ will be available in two versions depending on passenger numbers.*

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

The MRJ introduces new values in global air travel

Where expertise transforms 
the dream into reality
Where expertise transforms 
the dream into reality
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(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html) to view video clips.



Streng th

Fr iend l inessFr iend l iness
Interior and exterior design emphasizes ride comfort. 
Nothing in the vehicle obstructs passenger movement.  
Seats restfully hold travelers of all ages. Vibration is 
greatly reduced. The lightweight cars also bring 
economic and environmental bene�ts.

Designed for easy boarding

Streng th

Contributing to global transportation system marketsContributing to global transportation system markets

Making the world’s cities prosperous 
and comfortable
Making the world’s cities prosperous 
and comfortable

Countries around the world face serious transportation problems as urban populations swell. 
MHI is installing urban transportation infrastructures to tackle these issues. 
In 2014, the company launched the MIHARA Test Center, Japan’s first comprehensive test facility for railway 
transportation systems. As a result, the pace of development of systems including vehicles, 
tracks and signals has gathered speed.

Countries around the world face serious transportation problems as urban populations swell. 
MHI is installing urban transportation infrastructures to tackle these issues. 
In 2014, the company launched the MIHARA Test Center, Japan’s first comprehensive test facility for railway 
transportation systems. As a result, the pace of development of systems including vehicles, 
tracks and signals has gathered speed.

MIHARA Test Center

Inaugurated on October 2, 2014, at the Wadaoki Plant of MHI’s 
Mihara Machinery Works in Hiroshima Prefecture, the test site will 
open new avenues in the competitive global transportation market. This facility features test lines for the 

automated guideway transit (AGT) 
system and other types of railway 
systems.

Gradeability tests can be conducted 
here.

Japan’s only circular railway 
test track compatible with 

European standards National Route 185National Route 185National Route 185National Route 185

StationStationStationStation

StationStationStationStation

To Mihara CityTo Mihara CityTo Mihara CityTo Mihara City

To KureTo KureTo KureTo Kure Wadaoki PlantWadaoki PlantWadaoki PlantWadaoki Plant
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WaterwayWaterwayWaterwayWaterway

Operation control center Operation control center Operation control center Operation control center 
Railway

test track AGT test line

HSST test line

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

View video
clips on
MHI’s website

The MIHARA Test Center will 
accelerate development of 
safe and reliable transportation 
infrastructures for export. 

Key to the global
competitive edge

Beaut yBeaut y
Futuristic form heralds arrival of the next generation. 
Functional beauty in the front shape of the vehicle lessens 
air resistance while maintaining transportation capacity.

Futuristic design born of functionality

MHI has assumed a top-class 
position in the global market for AGT 
systems, with installations in North 
America, Asia and the Middle East.

Urbanismo-22 (high-speed model)

Urbanismo-18
Yurikamome

Macao LRT

Urbanismo-22
 (standard model)

Urbanismo-22
 (standard model)

Miami International Airport

Crystal Mover

Enhanced 
ride comfort

& stylish
design

There are two different iterations: Urbanismo for urban services and Crystal Mover for airport services.*

*

AGT system developed by MHI

Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation has signed contracts with both domestic and overseas airlines to supply the 
MRJ, with plans to deliver the first plane in 2017. Meanwhile, at the MIHARA Test Center, MHI is further 
advancing technological developments by upgrading the center’s facilities for AGT systems. When it comes to 
air and ground travel, MHI transportation infrastructure will play an active part in seeing the dream realized.

MHI revolutionizes transportation infrastructure throughout the world

forefront of AGT systems that include driverless and 
fully automated transit vehicles that run on rubber tires 
on a dedicated line. �is system boasts �exibility in 
route planning, reduced noise, and low construction and 
operating costs. Numerous cities and airports already 
have introduced the system. AGT system vehicles, newly 
developed in 2014, now o�er speed comparable to railway 
vehicles. To devise an optimum solution, MHI is devel-
oping simulation technology that will gauge the impact of 
implementing its land transportation systems.
 �e hallmarks of the transportation systems that MHI 
undertakes include systems with high reliability that 
are veri�ed by MIHARA Test Center, independently 
developed vehicles that are friendly to passengers and 
environment, and futuristic design born of functionality.

 Emerging countries must cope with tra�c congestion 
and environmental degradation that accompany 
rapid urbanization. �e pressing need for progressive 
transportation infrastructures is matched by the imper-
ative for top-notch environmental performance in 
land transportation systems. In order to broaden the 
market for Japanese land transportation systems, MHI 
opened the MIHARA Test Center at the Wadaoki Plant 
of the company’s Mihara Machinery Works. �e test 
center, designed to international standards, will be 
accessible to other companies as well. Making use of 
this test center to demonstrate compliance with inter-
national standards and safety requirements is expected to 
strengthen the competitiveness of t he Japanese 
transportation industry on a global scale. MHI is at the 

New answers to challenges 
in urban transportation

06 2015 No.178 072015 No.178Visit the “MHI Graph” page on MHI’s website
(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html) to view video clips.



  How can a large airplane �y? The secret 
is lift — the force that holds the craft in 
the air using pressure difference. As the 
engines power the plane forward, the air 
�owing over it is divided between the 
wings. The speed is different on the 
upper and lower sides of the wing, which 
generates pressure difference. This 
pressure difference is the force that lifts 
the wing.
  The MRJ’s wings and fuselage bring to 
bear the most advanced aerodynamics. 
Minimizing air resistance and cleverly 
controlling the air�ow, the MRJ’s wing 
design enables ef�cient �ight.

Why an airplane flies

  MHI conducts design and manufacture of the most 
suitable transportat ion system to resolve urban 
transportation issues. The TOD (transit oriented 
development) simulator is one of our tools to optimize our 
solutions. The simulator evaluates the effects and bene�ts 
of introducing a new transportation system. One of our 
new solut ions for urban transportat ion is MHI’s 
high-speed AGT system, which debuted in 2014. The 
maximum speed is 120 km/h, therefore the high-speed 
AGT system can be applied not only for urban solutions 
but also interurban solutions. Linking cities and suburbs 
smoothly improves the convenience and livability of cities 
around the world. 
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Noise comparison with current regional jets

Traffic capacity and speed of land transportation systems

High power, lower noise

MHI’s transportation solutions
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(in Japan)

LRT
LRT (light rail transit) are 
eco-friendly systems, such 
as tram systems.

ETC
MHI has developed ERP 
(electronic road pricing) for 
the Singapore Road Pricing 
scheme and ETC (electronic 
toll collection) systems in 
Japan and overseas projects 
for traf�c demand manage-
ment.

AGT systems
AGT systems are eco and 
urban-friendly dedicated 
guideway transportation 
systems. Unmanned opera-
tion is also available. This 
system is also introduced 
for passenger transportation 
at airports.

Lift

Wing

Lift

Air

Airflow slow (pressure high)

Airflow fast (pressure low)

MRJ90

Current regional jets

Reduced 
noise around 

airport

MHI proposes optimum combinations 

of land transportation systems based 

on traffic and economy.

Railways
Large-scale urban transpor-
tation systems on steel rails. 
MHI undertook the Taiwan 
High-Speed Rail System 
and Dubai Metro Rail Transit 
System projects. 

Distance after 
brake release

MRJ (Mitsubishi Regional Jet)

Technology kind to humans 
and the Earth
Sustainability demands traffic infrastructures that focus on the health of the planet, 
as well as the convenience of passengers. The MRJ and MHI’s AGT systems are 
loaded with devices that address human comfort and environmental protection. 

Land transportation systems

Distance 
from centerline

  Another standout feature of the MRJ is the 
innovative Geared TurbofanTM (GTF) aero engine. 
An engine generates more power by running fast, 
but this also produces louder noise. An engine 
with GTF technology generates high power at 
s lower speed and lower noise.  The noise 
reduction is quite noticeable at or near an airport. 
Consider the noise at the 70 dBA level (a standard 
value adjusted to human auditory response to 
sound). Current regional jets reach this decibel 
level a distance of around 9 km away after brake 
release (the point at which the plane starts to 
accelerate for takeoff). By contrast, the noisiest 
element of the MRJ’s �ight occurs at about 6 km, 
closer to airport property and farther from abutting 
neighbors. The smaller noise footprint gives the 
MRJ a distinct advantage at environmentally 
restricted airports. Since the MRJ will be able to 
depart from airports nearer to city centers, 
passengers will require less time to arrive at the 
airport by ground transportation.

Capable of high-
efficiency flight 
thanks to its 
aerodynamic design

Provision of optimum 
transportation system 

AGT system
(overseas)

High-speed AGT sys-
tem is comparable to 
railway system in terms 
of speed.

High-speed 
AGT system
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Leading
Player

Interview with 
an Innovator 

A I’m leading coordination among P&W, Mitsubishi 
Aircra� Corporation, partner companies, and our 
internal departments. I’m responsible for project 
management to include scheduling and costing, and 
if we have a problem or request, I consult with P&W 
or visit partner companies. For many years the 
Japanese commercial aircra� industry has been 
limited to component manufacturing, and MHI too, 

What work are you in charge of now? Q

Pick Up Innovator

Program Management Group
Engineering Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
Aero Engines, Ltd.

Hiroshi Kameda
Program Manager

Profile

After joining MHI in 1996, Kameda has 
worked on the PW4000 aero engine project 
and an aircraft engine aero-derivative gas 
turbine package. Since 2009, he has been 
the Program Manager of the PW1200G 
engine for the MRJ.

for more than 20 years, has manufactured parts for the PW4000 
engine. We gradually gained customer trust and beginning with 
the PW1200G, we are responsible for �nal engine assembly and 
testing; a �rst for the Japanese commercial aircra� aero engine 
industry. At the beginning of my job, to receive manufacturing 
certi�cation from applicable aviation authorities, adjust the 
program with P&W, or �ne-tune systems for production, 
sometimes I couldn’t see my way or felt overburdened by the 
heavy responsibilities of such a huge project. But one day I’ll really 
sign o� on the fully completed engine, and know I’ ve taken the 
right path and feel very satis�ed that I helped make Japanese 
aircra� industry history.

A Since childhood, I loved the massive power of aircra� engines, so 
I studied thermal engineering and joined MHI. �e PW1200G is 
a new model engine with a gear system between the fan and 
compressor. Technically it is di�cult to use gears in aircra� 
engines, and to be honest, I didn’t expect that it would be possible. 
I’m in awe of and amazed at P&W’s commitment to make it 
happen and get it just right by investing some 20 years, not to 
mention the huge development costs.

What events have impressed you most in the
PW1200G project?

Q

As an engineer, what do you think is
impressive about the PW1200G?

Q

A In 2012, I was really moved when for the �rst time I saw the actual 
PW1200G at a P&W factory. A simulated �ight test of the 
PW1200G �tted on a Boeing 747*2 was conducted, and it was rare 
for a company to allow an outside engineer to witness such tests. 
I had already felt that P&W was like a close associate, learning 
from each other, and we were both working hard to accomplish a 
long-term objective, but it was then I realized how much P&W 
really appreciated our company as a partner. Also, from the pilot 
who �ight-tested a PW1500G, a sister engine of the PW1200G 
designed for other aircra� models, I heard: “Fuel e�ciency is very 
good. �e engine was so quiet that I didn’t even know it was 
turning when I was sitting in an adjacent aircra�.” My heart was 
�lled with pride that I could take part in the manufacture of such 
a beautiful engine.

The new model PW1200G engine mounted on Japan’s dream jetliner - the MRJ,
offers outstanding fuel efficiency and noise reduction and is the first aero engine
for commercial aircraft produced in Japan. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero Engines, Ltd *1,
responsible for engine final assembly and testing, along with combustor manufacturing,
is now preparing for production. We interviewed Hiroshi Kameda, the program manager.

Japan s first commercial 
aircraft engine set to 
power the MRJ 

It’s a truly revolutionary engine developed by Pratt & 
Whitney (P&W). The engine has gears between the 
fan and the compressor, enabling the engine to 
operate at the optimum speed and resulting in 
superior fuel ef�ciency and noise reduction. The 
combustor, manufactured by Mitsubishi Heavy 
Indust r ies  Aero  Eng ines ,  de l i ve rs  superb  
environmental performance.

What is the PW1200G?

©Pratt & Whitney

A world-surprising engine

Impressive energy at work

Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero Engines, Ltd.
An MHI Group company responsible for commercial aircraft engines. As a P&W 
manufacturing base of the PW1200G, the company was certi�ed by applicable 
aviation authorities, and delivers the �nal product to Mitsubishi Aircraft 
Corporation, the developer and manufacturer of the MRJ.  

Boeing 747
A wide-body commercial airliner manufactured by the Boeing Company (U.S.) and 
popularly known as the jumbo jet. A best-selling aircraft in continuous production 
for more than 40 years. 

What is the key mindset required for
the project leader? 

Q

Could you tell us how you’ll feel when the
PW1200G makes its maiden flight? 

Q

A During the �rst test �ight of the MRJ, I’m sure I’ll only relax 
a�er the aircra� has safely touched down on the runway. I’ll 
recall the many years I’ve spent on this project with joy and a 
sense of relief, and I’ll probably cry (laugh). Of course, when the 
MRJ is placed in regular service, I want to keep an eye on the 
engine, but as a passenger, I’d think “�at’s our engine!” �ere’s 
nothing I’d ever trade for that wonderful feeling.

What benefits will the PW1200G
contribute to society?

Q

A Companies and logistics services involved in the component 
manufacture and assembly will be growing once production 
starts. It’s also a very economical engine with low fuel 
consumption and fewer parts and has less environmental impact 
with reduced noise and emissions. Our factory will then become 
a major aircra� engine production base, and we can o�er a 
dream to our children of making aircra� engines in Japan when 
they grow up.

A �ere is no project on earth without problems. Firstly, it is 
important to be tenacious and con�dent that you’ll eventually 
overcome any problem. You must also pull together all the 
abilities of the team to �nd a solution and make a better product. 
Particularly, cost management and strict observance of delivery 
dates determine the game. I regularly hold meetings and take the 
initiative in keeping my commitment and building relationships 
of trust.

* 1

* 2

“That’s our engine!”

©MITAC
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Low fuel consumption resulting in reduced CO2 emissions and ballast water 
treatment system enhance environmental performance.

MALS and a reaction rudder providing greater thrust by rectifying the 
propeller slipstream have been introduced as energy-saving devices.

Air brakes equipped on state-of-the-art 
vehicles support scheduled train services 
with high safety and reliability.

©JR-West

Under the train floor

 �e approaching train arrives on time and stops precisely at 
the correct spot along the platform, partly thanks to its air 
brakes. MHI started manufacturing air brakes in 1924, and 
since then, the company has supplied many trains with air 
brakes, capturing a domestic market share of around 50%. 
�e scroll compressor system is especially known for its 
noise reduction and low vibration and is equipped on 
high-speed and other express trains, around the world. 
Excellent brake performance ensures safety, security and a 
fast stop with a short braking distance, all contributing to 
on-time operations. As a leading player, MHI’s air brakes 
are actively supporting the Shinkansen network, boasting 
world-class speed and safety, and also the modern urban 
infrastructure where timetables are met with clockwork 
precision.

Skies of the world

 �e Boeing 787 Dreamliner cruises the skies of the world with 
its larger windows, LED cabin lighting, and unrivalled 
passenger space and comfort. MHI, responsible for design 
and development of the composite-material wing boxes, 
opted for carbon �ber reinforced plastic (CFRP) materials, a 
carbon �ber and resin composite lighter than aluminum or 
titanium alloys that o�ers superior strength, rigidity, and 
corrosive resistance. CFRP is di�cult to process, and 
manufacturing the enormous wings with their 30-meter 
length and 60-meter wingspan was extremely challenging. 
Nevertheless, MHI overcame numerous technical problems to 
deliver the highest level of environmental performance, and 
combined with superior aerodynamics achieved a substantial 
reduction in airframe weight and improvement in fuel 
e�ciency. In 2012, with shipment of the composite material 
wing box for the 100th Boeing 787, MHI established its 
position as the global center of aircra� wing production. And 
today, many more commercial aircra� are safely and 
economically crisscrossing the skies, thanks to the strength 
and �exibility of MHI CFRP wing boxes.

Seas of the world

 In present-day Japan, demand for natural gas is steadily 
increasing as a fuel for thermal power generation. Responding 
to this trend, MHI developed the LNG*1 carrier “Sayaendo” to 
e�ciently transport natural gas. �e carrier features a 
peapod-shaped continuous cover over the spherical LNG 
tanks – a structure that reduces ship weight and air resistance, 
resulting in dramatic cuts in fuel consumption. So far, MHI 
has received orders for 8 carriers*2. Due to the U.S. led 
development of shale gas, massive natural gas production 
is expected; in 2014, MHI completed development of 
the next-generation LNG carrier “Sayaringo STaGE,” *3 
engineered for the New Panamax speci�cations with even 
better performance. Increasingly these eco-carriers will be 
busily crisscrossing the world’s oceans. 

Seto Inland Sea & other sea routes

New fully equipped ferry with large-class loading
capacity and low fuel consumption enters service

 Ferries are a convenient means of sea transport and in 2015, 
for the �rst time in 12 years on the Seto Inland Sea route 
between Kyushu and Osaka, a new ferry will go into service – 
the “Izumi” operated by Hankyu Ferry. One of the largest 
ferries on the Inland Sea, it boasts a load capacity of 643 
passengers, 191 trucks and 177 cars*4. �e improved hull 
form, the introduction of MALS*5 and waste heat utilization 
reduce fuel consumption by as much as 20 to 30% compared 
to conventional ships. Enhanced facilities include a 
panoramic view from the bow and the open-air bath. MHI has 
manufactured a number of ferries, including the “Izumi,” for 
sea routes throughout Japan. While meeting the needs of this 
era with its focus on environmental performance and impact, 
MHI continues o�ering comfortable “sea voyages.”

1 3

MHI’s innovative technologies and outstanding products surround us,
expanding across land, sea, air, and even out into space. The company is quietly supporting every aspect

of our daily lives — technologies from Japan across the world and far beyond.

Life with MHI Commercial Aviation & Transportation Systems

1 4

1 5 1 6

Air brake equipment supporting
on-schedule train stops and departures

Energy-saving LNG carriers meet
an increasing demand for natural gas

In August 2014, All Nippon Airways became the world’s �rst airline to operate 
the new stretch version of the Boeing 787 Dreamliner (787-9 variant) with 
scheduled �ights on its Haneda-Fukuoka route.

   1  Lique�ed natural gas      2  As of January 6, 2015

   3  A carrier with apple-shaped tanks introduced in Domain News (P.15). 

   4  Based on a truck length of 12 m.     5  Mitsubishi Air Lubrication System. Carpet-like 

layer of �ne air bubbles produced beneath the ship bottom reduces hull resistance.

Air brake 
“stop technology”
promotes railway

development

“Sayaendo”
an eco-ship

with a continuous
cover over

4 LNG tanks

Comfortable
voyage with

the Japanese
cultural concept of

wa (harmony)wa

Light and sturdy
CFRP wings
significantly
improve fuel
efficiency.

©Boeing

Wings of new lighter and stronger materials 
soar across the sky



An introduction to the four 
domain’s extensive range of 
innovative technologies compiled 
over more than a century.

ーーThe Power to Progress 
On land, sea and in the air, MHI 
supports transport and logistics 
infrastructures of modern society.

Commercial 
Aviation & 
Transportation 
Systems

Energy & Environm
ent

Commercial Aviation & Transportation 
Systems delivers advanced land, sea 
and air transportation systems, includ-
ing civilian aircraft, commercial ships 
and transit networks. MHI moves soci-
ety, supporting its transportation and 
logistics infrastructures with superior 
safety, guaranteed quality and first-rate 
reliability backed by state-of-the-art 
technology. The domain complies with 
strict safety regulations and require-
ments by standardizing production 
systems and coordinating technological 
development in each field of land, sea 
and air throughout its operations and 
has created an integrated business 
model for its products to further expand 
into new markets.

Integrated 
Defense & 
Space Systems

Energy &
Environment

Integrated Defense & Space Sys-
tems provides unified land, sea, 
air and space defense systems, 
including naval ships, defense 
aircraft, missiles, launch vehi-
cles and special vehicles, as 
well as space-related services. 
MHI technology and expertise 
developed in its defense  and 
space business contribute to 
security  across  the planet. 
As Japan’s leading defense and 
space systems integrator, the 
Integrated Defense & Space Sys-
tems  Doma in  comb ines  the  
technology and expertise of each 
of its businesses to reinforce 
MHI’s international competitive-
ness in the space industry and 
create innovative systems to 
coordinate land,  sea and air  
defense initiatives.

Energy & Environment offers 
optimal solutions in the energy- 
related fields of thermal power, 
nuclear energy and renewable 
energy, in such environmental 
areas as water and flue gas treat-
ment, and for chemical and indus-
trial plants. MHI’s integration of 
large-scale infrastructure proj-
ects supports society and gener-
ates new power for the future.
By leveraging the benefits of its 
wide range o f  products  th is  
domain focuses on responding to 
the needs of its customers and 
society. MHI is developing new 
businesses to combine the design, 
procurement, and construction 
operations of each of the domain’s 
businesses to become a leading 
company  in  the  energy  and  
environment-related industries.

●Chemical Plant & Infrastructure Division
Chemical Plants/Water Solutions

●Marine Machinery & Engines
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 

　Marine Machinery & Engine Co., Ltd.
Marine Machinery and Engines

●Renewable Energy Business Division
Wind Power Systems/

　Pump Applications

●Nuclear Energy Systems Division
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) Plants/

　Advanced Reactor Plants/
　Nuclear Fuel Cycle Plants and Facilities/
　Nuclear Fuel

●Thermal Power Generation Systems
Mitsubishi Hitachi Power Systems, Ltd.
Thermal Power Generation Systems/

　Environmental Plants for Coal-Fired 
Facilities

Machinery, Equipment & Infra-
structure’s wide range of prod-
ucts, including machine tools, 
material handling, construction 
machinery, air-conditioning and 
refrigeration systems, lay at the 
foundation of industrial develop-
ment. MHI applies its broad busi-
ness experience, high reliability 
and technical expertise to support 
social and industrial infrastructure 
by connecting people to people, 
businesses to businesses, and the 
present to the future.

●Engine Division
Engines (Diesel /Gas Engines)

●Business Development Dept.
Advanced Mechanical Systems

●Group Companies
Machinery/
　Environmental Protection Systems/
　Mechatronics System Machinery/Printing 

and Paper Converting Machinery/Steel 
Structures/Agricultural Machinery and 
Facilities/Automotive Thermal Systems/
　Material Handling Equipment

●Hydraulics & Machinery Division
Hydraulic Devices/Testing Systems

●Machine Tool Division
Large Machines/Gear Machines, 
Cylindrical Grinding Machines/

　Special-Purpose Machines/High-Precision 
Machining Centers/Wafer Bonding Machines/

　Precision Cutting Tools/Engine Valves/
　Power Transmissions/Precision Position 

Feedback Sensors

●Air-Conditioning & Refrigeration Division
Commercial Use Air-Conditioners/
　Residential Use Air-Conditioners/
　Heat Pump Water Heaters/Heat Pump 

Module Chillers/Centrifugal Chillers/
　Transport Refrigeration Units/
　Applied Refrigeration Use Machinery

●Automotive Parts Division
Turbochargers/
　Automotive Thermal Systems
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LNG carrier “Sayaringo STaGE”
achieves superior transport 
efficiency and fuel performance

MHI has completed development of “Sayaringo STaGE,” a 
next-generation LNG (liquefied natural gas) carrier engineered 
for the New Panamax specifications expected to go into effect 
in 2016. The ship offers increased carrying capacity by 
adopting apple-shaped tanks and incorporates a hybrid 
propulsion system to improve fuel efficiency. MHI plans to 
extensively promote the new carrier’s superior transport 
efficiency and environmental performance.

O&M contract for APM system at 
U.S. Washington Dulles 
International Airport extended

Crystal Mover Services, Inc. (CMS), an MHI Group company, has 

received an extension of its original Operation & Maintenance (O&M) 

contract for the APM system delivered to the Washington Dulles 

International Airport in December 2009. The MHI Group offers 

comprehensive services from system supply to O&M at several U.S. 

airports. The Group will continue its seamless operation and focus on 

business expansion.
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©Rolls-Royce plc 2009

Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA) issues type certificate 
for PW1100G-JM aero engine

The PW1100G-JM aero engine, jointly developed by Japanese 
companies, a U.S. company and a German company, has been 
certified by the U.S. FAA, and its type design officially approved 
as a commercial aero engine. Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero 
Engines, Ltd. has contributed to this development as a member 
of Japanese Aero Engines Corporation and will continue to 
contribute to the Japanese aero engine industry with a focus 
on enhanced fuel efficiency.

Excerpt from Pratt & Whitney website

MHI designed and manufactures the main wing boxes of the 
next-generation, super-efficient Boeing 787 Dreamliner, 
refining the design and manufacturing technology for these 
composite material wings —   a first for passenger aircraft —  
and securing its place as the “World’s Wing Center.”

Commercial 
Aviation & Trans-
portation Systems

Machinery, 
Equipment & 
Infrastructure

●Aircraft Division
Defense Aircraft

●Guidance & Propulsion Division
Missile Systems/Aero Engines/
　Applied Products

●Space Systems Division
Space Systems

●Special Vehicle Division
Special Vehicles/Naval Ship Engines

●Naval Ship Division
Naval Ships

●Maritime & Space Systems Dept.
Undersea & Shipboard Systems

●Shipbuilding & Ocean Development Division
Passenger Ships/Commercial Ships/
　Special-Purpose Vessels/
　Marine Structures/Submersibles/
　Ship Repair & Conversion/
　Technical Services & Automated Systems/
　Engineering Business/
　Overseas Shipbuilding Business

●Land Transportation Systems Division
Land Transportation Systems/
　Air Brake Equipment

●MRJ
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation 
Independently Developed Aircraft 

●787 Division
Boeing Sustaining 

●Commercial Airplanes Division
Boeing Sustaining/Bombardier/
　Established Commercial Airplanes

●Mitsubishi Heavy Industries
Aero Engines, Ltd. 
　Commercial Aero Engines

Integrated Defense & 

Space System
s

Domain

Pick Up!
Commercial Aviation & 
Transportation Systems

In today’s modern society, transportation infrastructures
are as essential as arteries in the human body for keeping
every aspect of our industrial society flowing
and functioning smoothly.

MHI, drawing upon over a century of tradition and technology, 
designs and builds commercial ships, special-purpose vessels 
and offshore marine structures,  boast ing outstanding 
performance and economic efficiency to meet a wide range 
of customer needs.

MHI is expanding globally with high-speed rail projects and 
urban transit systems, such as the LRT (Light Rail Transit) 
and AGT (Automated Guideway Transit). MHI also provides 
safe and comfortable transportation infrastructure for all 
types of urban transport systems.

MHI supplies fuselage sections − the main structure of 
airplanes − and cargo doors to leading commercial jetliner 
manufacturers worldwide, including Boeing, Bombardier 
and Airbus. The company’s highly rel iable technology 
provides comfortable air travel for passengers.

MHI is involved in the international joint development of 
turbofan engines for commercial aircraft, supplying components 
and also contributing to environmental conservation through 
environment-conscious engines with advanced noise suppression 
and reduced gas emissions.

Commercial Aero Engines
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero Engines, Ltd.

MHI is moving forward with developments prior to mass 
production of the next-generation regional jet, the MRJ. With 
high operational and economic efficiency, low environmental 
impact and a pleasant passenger environment, MHI is helping 
airlines improve their competitiveness and profitability.

MRJ
Mitsubishi Aircraft Corporation

M
achinery, 

Equipm
ent & Infrastructure

787 Division

Commercial Airplanes Division

Land Transportation Systems Division

Shipbuilding & Ocean Development Division
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Visit the “MHI Graph” page on MHI’s website 
(http://www.mhi-global.com/discover/graph/index.html)
to view video clips.

Please use the following link to send your 
questions or feedback:
URL: http://www.mhi-global.com/inquiry/index.html

Assembly & Maintenance Section
Production Department
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Aero Engines, Ltd.

Dreams etched across the skies
MHI technologies

turn these dreams into reality
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Kazunori Ideno

Partner
Tool

Bag
&

tablet PC

His favorite bag for moving 
from the of�ce to the 
factory. All necessary items, 
including the tablet PC with 
the production management 
system, are in this mobile 
mini-of�ce.

In preparation for production ramp-up of the 
MRJ’s PW1200G* engines, Ideno is now config-
uring Japan’s first commercial “Final Assembly 
& Test Facility” and developing a production 
management system. From his bird’s-eye view 
in the world’s sixth “final assembly facility,” he 
proudly oversees operations related to this new 
commercial aircraft engine as a liaison between 
engineers and mechanics to resolve problems.

See P.10
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